CASE STUDY: HEALTHCARE

Designing a website to
reflect a new brand

Overview
Swedish, Seattle area’s hallmark for excellence in healthcare, embraced a new brand expression — Health
for good — and refreshed the visual design elements to complement the tagline. With a need to drive job
applications from healthcare workers to join Swedish, they turned to GA Creative to apply this new use of color,
type, shapes, graphics, and messaging to their career recruitment site.

Before

After

Introducing a blog
By leveraging the existing site structure, we streamlined the process to updating content and design across the
full site. One structural change we added was a blog, because blogging is the #1 way to draw organic traffic to a
website. Publishing blog articles optimized for search helps generate leads.

Adding fresh testimonials
Testimonials establish credibility and trust and help promote your brand without being self-serving. Customers
or clients can speak to their experience firsthand and attract “like me” prospects. By interviewing caregivers
about their own experiences working at Swedish, we were able to share an array of perspectives from a range
of roles.

Creating specialized landing pages
The advertising campaign we launched targeted several categories of caregivers, so we developed a campaign
landing page for each. When users clicked on an ad, they were served content and job openings specific to their
role. Using pixels to track results, this strategic approach helped convert leads into applicants.

Nurses

Allied & Ancillary roles
Medical Assistants

Emphasizing diversity, equity, and inclusion
Swedish wanted to communicate their stance around diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) to the healthcare
community. Our team quickly delivered a web page and ads with messaging that reflects Swedish’s
commitments to fostering a hospital environment where everyone is heard, respected, and valued.
As a result, they saw a 7x greater response to their overarching recruitment campaign.

The result: an increase in applications
As a result of the website redesign and campaign to
drive traffic, this leading non-profit saw a 78% increase
in applications during the first three months of the
campaign, compared to the three months prior.

78%

“T hey went from being a nice
partner to an integral part
of our team this year. We
wouldn’t be able to do what
we do today without their
team. They are excellent at
implementing specialized
targeting for candidates.”
— Carl Queton, Providence

Let us bring your
website to life.
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